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2018 / 2019 RESULTS AT A GLANCE
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Market Summary

Reading between the lines
Q1 2019 started off in limp fashion
with a number of major healthcare
portfolios not selling, simply due to
Brexit. Ironically in Q3 2019, Knight
Frank has experienced a record flurry of
activity selling or exchanging on circa
£500 million of healthcare care assets
(across 3,000 plus beds) and advising
on circa £4 billion. Four Seasons
Health Care continues to dominate the
headlines as it goes into administration,
and as a sector and for their residents,
the situation needs resolving as quickly
as possible. This aside, many care
operators are posting solid financial
results and expanding their operations,
while CQC figures show that 80% of
care homes are currently rated “Good”
or “Outstanding”. The healthcare
market is awaiting a resolution to Brexit
and government action on social care
reform, but this is nothing new and for
many operators it’s business as usual
as we head into 2020.

The future is about supply
Data from our 8th care home trading
index, which surveys the key group
operators in the elderly sector, shows
that average occupancy rates currently
sit at 88.9%. Although a marginal drop
from the 89.4% recorded in 2018,
there is no cause for concern. Our
analysis suggests that by 2040, the
UK will need to provide over 800,000
elderly care beds to service its rapidly
growing elderly population. Inevitably,
the risk for elderly care is not on the
demand side. The key question is, can
we build enough care homes to meet
future demand? And can we grow the
workforce to service this demand and
uphold standards of care?

Development ramps up
Developers are taking note of the
shortage of beds and the business
opportunity in the care sector. 75 new

purpose-built homes were registered
in the first three quarters of 2019,
delivering 5,000 new beds to the
market. Add to that a certain amount of
redevelopment and renovation across
existing care homes and it’s clear that
the supply issue is being tackled. New
registrations are up, but we are still
seeing a lot homes being de-registered
too. Failing care standards and financial
stress are the main reasons for closure
and the two often go hand in hand.
While the level of new development is
encouraging, supporting the existing
pool of struggling homes is also vital to
the sectors future.

Staffing is an issue for all
healthcare sectors
Care home staff costs increased once
again in 2019, up 10% to £25,938
per resident annum. Costs are one
thing, but recruitment and retention is
arguably the bigger issue. Increasing
pay is one way to attract new nurses
and carers into the sector, but
operators agree that workers need to
see clear routes of career progression
if they are to stay in the sector. Many
are taking steps to facilitate this. The
government also has a role to play
in addressing the nursing shortage,
something not helped by the removal
of the university bursary and the
uncertainty created by Brexit regarding
migrant workers. Staffing issues are
relevant to all healthcare services
including adult care, acute care and
hospitals and must be addressed as
demand for healthcare services and
property soars.

performance i.e. Key Performance
Indicators. We are now also starting
to see a North American operator
style model percolate into the market
via technology such as Alexa type
bedroom products that help reduce
client isolation but that have the client’s
personal preferences on (music, food,
photos etc), virtual sales assistants via
websites to market bed sales, ipads
for medical records but also academy
style training for staff and also a focus
on managed care and creating a
positive culture. The UK healthcare
market is catching up with its North
American cousins and certainly
becoming more sophisticated with
infrastructure.

Investor appetite continues
to gather steam
If investor sentiment is anything to
go by, the healthcare property market
is looking very strong. Preliminary
numbers show that as of September
2019 the healthcare property market
had seen £1.2 billion of transactions.
This would suggest we are on track to
reach the £1.5 billion seen in 2018, all in
the midst of a very uncertain economic
environment. Admittedly, conditions
have been uncertain for a number of
years now, but healthcare property
assets continue to look robust against
the core property markets, favoured for
the long-dated income and demand
story on offer. In 2019 we saw a record
low yield at the prime end of the care
home market – a clear indication of
investor appetite at present.

Data, data, data
Knight Frank has for over a decade
produced world class Healthcare
research and increasingly the market
is now about data, data, data. This
is because the Healthcare market is
actively looking to improve client care
either via technology and/or operational

Julian Evans, FRICS

Partner. Head of Healthcare

Elderly Care Homes:
Market Performance
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3 Trends to Watch

in Specialist Health Care Sectors
Privatisation of hospital
and acute care

Growth in the supported
living market

Childrens nurseries:
a market to watch

The outsourcing of NHS services has
recently made the national newspaper
headlines with figures showing a
185% increase in the number of NHS
patients having surgery in private
hospitals since 2010. In 2018 alone,
the NHS outsourced as many as
613,833 procedures, at a significant
cost. While this may reflect badly
on the NHS, it is arguably a boon
for the private hospital and clinic
market which generates a third of
its revenue from the NHS. This has
helped many private operators to
replace the slowdown in private
medical insurance cover which has
long been the dominant source of
income and a slowdown in demand
from international patients, especially
in London. Major operators and
investors in the acute sector will no
doubt be keeping a close eye on
the next UK government and how
they approach NHS spending. This
could have a huge influence on future
operator performance and their real
estate assets.

The UK adult care sector (focused
on people aged 18-64) is currently
undergoing a period of change with
smaller community-based ‘supported
living’ residences replacing outdated
larger institutional care homes that
typically housed those with a mix of
learning disabilities, mental health
disorders and other cognitive of
physical impairments. This is partly
because of changing views on how
vulnerable adults should be cared for
and partly because the supported
living model is cheaper for budget
constrained local authorities, the
principle funders of adult care.
Smaller and more specialised assets
make the market more fragmented
but a number of specialist investors
have emerged and are growing
their portfolios rapidly by acquiring
properties from housing associations.
While the sector has been dominated
by specialist REITs, a number of new
investors have entered this market
in 2019.

The nursery and day care market
appears small at circa £5.5 billion
when compared to other healthcare
sectors. But when you consider
that independent private operators
account for close to 93% of the
market (Laing Buisson, 2017), there
is ample opportunity for investors
looking for alternative investment
opportunities. Unlike elderly care
where we can predict future demand
based on the existing population,
childcare is difficult to forecast due
to unknown birth rates. That said,
demand fundamentals look very
strong with a growing number of
working mothers and dual income
households. The government-backed
30 hours childcare scheme also aims
to increase access to childcare for
working parents, but has had a mixed
reception among operators. Real
estate investment opportunities are
few in number, but prime yields are
often below 5% and we expect to see
more interest as the market continues
to consolidate going forward.
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Healthcare Markets:
UK Healthcare Market Structure
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CARE HOMES
TRADING PERFORMANCE REVIEW

HEALTHCARE

2019

SENIOR LIVING

CAPITAL MARKETS 2019

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW

UK HEALTHCARE
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 2019

Average weekly fees up for
the eighth year in a row

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS
Staff costs continue to grow
with operators increasingly
dependent on agency workers

Profit margins remain squeezed
but the private pay market is
performing well

Care Homes Trading
Performance Review 2019

Investment volumes reach £1.49bn
in 2018, up 13% on 2017 reflecting
another strong year of activity

Favourable demographics and strong
property performance remain a draw
for domestic and overseas investors

Healthcare Capital
Markets 2019

Expect transactions to remain elevated
in 2019 as investors divest into
healthcare and also senior living

The number of new homes
being built continues to be
counterbalanced by the number of
home closures (de-registrations)

Failing care standards are the main
reason for home closures while new
developments are predominantly
focused on the private-pay market

South Glamorgan and London
remain the top development
hotspots for England and Wales,
but the South East region continues
to look favourable as a whole

UK Healthcare Development
Opportunities 2019

Senior Living Annual
Performance Review 2019

Our Expertise

At Knight Frank we build long-term
relationships, which allow us to provide
personalised, clear and considered
advice on all areas of property in all
key markets. We believe personal
interaction is a crucial part of ensuring
every client is matched to the property
that suits their needs best – be it
commercial or residential. Operating

in locations where our clients need us
to be, we provide a worldwide service
that’s locally expert and globally
connected. As a partnership, we
are independent, debt free and not
beholden to external shareholders.
We believe that inspired teams
naturally provide excellent and

dedicated client service. Therefore,
we’ve created a workplace where
opinions are respected, where
everyone is invited to contribute to the
success of our business and where
they’re rewarded for excellence. The
result is that our people are more
motivated, ensuring your experience
with us is the best that it can be.

Our Global Services
Residential
Prime Sales
Our prime sales network is involved
with the most prestigious residential
properties around the world. Our
integrated global network and
ability to identify unique investment
opportunities, combined with our
unrivalled access to HNWIs, places us
in an unparalleled position of strength.
Whether it is sovereign wealth or the
upwards of 3,000 individuals we have
dealt with personally with a net worth of
more than US$100 million, our record
of selling trophy homes is second to
none and has enabled us to act for
more than 600 billionaires.

Project Marketing and
International Project Marketing
Through our Project Marketing service
we provide developers of mid- to
high-end projects with research,
consultancy, marketing and sales.
Unit values targeted are those in
excess of US$350,000, in locations
where long-term value is ensured, such
as London, Hong Kong, Singapore,

Vancouver, Melbourne, New York,
Miami and Dubai.

Occupier services &
commercial agency
At Knight Frank we offer a different
approach, providing expert advice to
tenants and landlords across the
global office market. We deliver real
value through carefully formulated
property strategies and robust
negotiation, in prime business districts
for landlords, multinational businesses
and local occupiers.

Corporate Services

profile property transactions around
the world. We act for institutional,
private equity, family offices, sovereign
wealth and real estate companies
in the cross-border acquisition and
disposal of property globally.

Valuation & advisory
Our Knight Frank Valuation experts
provide a comprehensive range of
single and portfolio valuations, market
appraisal and consultancy services
across both the commercial and
residential sectors.

Capital markets

With a wide skill-set spanning from
retail to student property, we have the
ability to draw upon our significant
global network of Capital Markets,
Leasing, Occupier and Research
industry specialists, allowing us
to add value for our clients, rather
than merely reporting. We provide
extensive valuation services to financial
institutions, private individuals,
funds, property companies and the
public sector.

Our Global Capital Markets Group has
a reputation for acting on the most high

For a full list of services, please visit
knightfrank.co.uk/property-services

Global Corporate Services (GCS)
provide a full suite of portfolio
management, consulting and
transactional services to multimarket
corporate occupiers, globally. Our
account teams in London, New York
and Hong Kong manage service
delivery through the expertise in our
local offices, across all service lines.

Healthcare Markets:
Knight Frank Global Capability
OUR MISSION
A fully integrated global healthcare
and senior living real estate
advisory team. Globally connected,
locally expert.
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The global elderly
population (over the age
of 65) is projected to grow
from circa 700 million to
1.5 billion by 2050 (United
Nations Department
of Econmic and Social
Affairs)

Norm LeZotte
Senior Managing Director

In the developed world (Europe,
North America, Oceania and
Japan) the percentage share
of over 65s is expected to grow
from 19% to 26.6% by 2050

Our healthcare and senior living
teams annually advises on
£150bn of healthcare and senior
living assets and act for the
leading global operators, funds,
investors and lenders

32% of global
commercial real estate
volumes are attributable
to private capital
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Partner, Healthcare
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